Dialogue

cool: An informal expression,
used mainly by young people,
meaning ‘very good’. Like OK,
cool can also be used as an
agreement to a suggestion.
See you later: An informal
expression, used mainly by
young people when they say
goodbye to somebody. There
is often no definite arrangement
to meet later.
guys: An informal word for
‘people’, both male and
female, commonly used in
American English, but also
used especially by younger
people in the UK.

1 1.02 Ss name things they
recognise in the photo (e.g.
mobile phone, football).
Encourage Ss to guess
where the young people are
(at a sports club).
Play the dialogue once for
general comprehension.

Exam link: phrases
Read through the phrases in
the box with the class. With an
average class, check that Ss
understand the meaning of the
phrases. With a good class, Ss
can guess the meaning as they
listen.
Play the recording, several times
if necessary, for Ss to complete
the dialogue.

ANSWER

KEY

1 How are you? 2 I’m fine,
3 This is 4 Nice to meet you.
5 I must go. 6 See you later,

Solve it!
2 Ss listen again and write the
names of the people on the
photo. Check pronunciation
when checking answers.
Explain any new vocabulary.

ANSWER

KEY

A Polly B Lin C Josh

1A

Family life

Hello/Hi: Hello is appropriate
in all situations. Hi is often used
informally.

1
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BACKGROUND NOTES

He goes to my school.
Grammar Present simple
Vocabulary Family
Countries and nationalities

Dialogue
1
02

1

Listen and read. Complete the dialogue with the
correct phrases from the box.

Josh: There’s Greg! He goes to my school. He’s in the
basketball team. Hi, Greg! 1 __
Greg: Oh hi, Josh. 2 __ thanks. Who are your friends?
Josh: 3 __ Polly, a friend from the youth club.
Polly: Hello, Greg. 4 __
Greg: You, too.
Josh: And this is her cousin, Lin. Lin comes from Australia.
Greg: Australia? Cool! Are you on holiday in London?
Lin: No, I’m not. My dad works for an international bank
and we’re here for a year.
Greg: Do you like London?
Lin: Yes, I love it. It’s a really cool city.
Greg: And do you come ...?
Lin: Oh, it’s a text message from my mother. 5 __
Greg: So soon?
Lin: Yes, sorry. 6 __ guys.

Exam link: phrases
r See you later, r Nice to meet you. r I must go.
r How are you? r This is r I’m fine,

Solve it!
2

1
02

Listen again. Write the names on the photo.

Comprehension
3
1
2
3
4
5

Answer true (T) or false (F).
Greg and Josh are at the same school. T
Polly is Greg’s best friend.
Lin and Polly are cousins.
Lin is from the USA.
Lin has got a mobile phone.

Vocabulary: Family
4

Recall. How many male and female family words
can you remember? Write them in two lists. Then
check the Word bank on page 131.
father
mother

5

A

Complete the sentence.

Lin’s father is Polly’s …

10
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Comprehension

Vocabulary: Family

3 Ss work individually, referring to the

4 Ss work in pairs or groups of three, listing

dialogue and answering true or false.
When checking Ss’ answers, ask them to
correct the false sentences.

ANSWER

KEY

2 F (Greg doesn’t know Polly.) 3 T
4 F (Lin is from Australia.) 5 T

all the family words they can remember. Ss
then check the Word bank on page 131.
In their pairs or groups of three, Ss tell each
other about their relatives, e.g. I’ve got two
brothers and one sister. I’ve got two aunts,
two uncles and six cousins.

5 Ss can compare answers in pairs before
checking the answer as a class.

28

1A

B

C

D

Greg

11
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ANSWER



KEY

uncle
After checking the answer, give one or two
more puzzles, e.g. Polly is Lin’s father’s …
niece. Lin’s mother is Polly’s … aunt.

29

Vocabulary: Countries
and nationalities
6 a Elicit one or two answers

1A

from the class and write
them on the board. Ss
complete the names of
the countries, working
individually or in pairs.

ANSWER

Vocabulary: Countries and nationalities
6a Recall. Complete the names of the
countries.

KEY

2 China 3 France 4 Greece
5 Japan 6 Portugal 7 The USA
8 Brazil 9 Spain 10 Australia
11 Italy 12 Turkey 13 Argentina
14 Poland 15 Russia

1 The U K

2 Ch__

3 Fr__

b Read out the example

Dialogue

item. Ask individual
Ss: Which country are
you from? What‘s your
nationality?

4 Gr__

5 Ja__

7

6 Por__

ANSWER

7 The US __

8 Br__

9 Sp__

KEY

2 Chinese 3 French
4 Greek 5 Japanese
6 Portuguese 7 American
8 Brazilian 9 Spanish
10 Australian 11 Italian
12 Turkish 13 Argentinian
14 Polish 15 Russian

Listen and read. Which city is Lin from?

Greg: Your cousin’s really cool, Polly.
Polly: I know, and she’s clever too. She speaks
English and Chinese.
Greg: Chinese?
Polly: Yes, her mother comes from China but her
father’s Australian. He’s my dad’s brother.
Greg: Does he speak Chinese too?
Polly: No, he doesn’t. He only speaks English.
Greg: Where do they live in Australia?
Polly: They live in Sydney, near Bondi Beach.
Cool or what?

Ss work individually
or in pairs, writing the
nationality adjectives.
Ss then check their
answers in the Word bank
on page 131.

1
03

Grammar
10 Aus__

11 It__

12 Tur__

Present simple
Affirmative

Negative

I come from Sydney.

I don’t come from
London.
He doesn’t speak
Chinese.

He speaks English.

c Ss work individually, listing
other countries that they
know. Monitor and help if
necessary.

13 Arg__

14 Pol__

15 Ru__

b

Ss feedback to the class.
Write the countries on
the board and check
pronunciation.

Now write the nationality adjective for each
country.
The UK – British
Go to the Word bank on page 131 and check
your answers.

c Extension. List any other countries which
you know and tell the class.

Dialogue
BACKGROUND NOTES
Sydney: The state capital
of New South Wales, with
an estimated metropolitan
population of 3,900,000. It is
built around Port Jackson on
Australia’s south-east coast
and is famous for its Opera
House, Harbour Bridge and its
beaches.
Bondi Beach: Australia’s most
famous beach, situated about
7 km from Sydney.

7 1.03 Ss read and listen the
first time to find out which
city Lin is from.

30

Questions

Short answers

Do you speak
Chinese?
Does he speak
Chinese?

Yes, I do./No, I don’t.
Yes, he does.
No, he doesn’t.

> Now make similar sentences with she, we
and they.

8 Cover the dialogues in Exercise 1 on page 10
and Exercise 7 above with the red bookmark and
remember the missing words.

12
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ANSWER

KEY



sentences, questions and short answers.

Play the recording again for Ss to read and
listen. Ask Ss: Which languages does Lin
speak? (English and Chinese) Where does her
mother come from? (China) Where does her
father come from? (Australia)

Ss make positive and negative sentences about
themselves and members of their family. They
can use the names of their family members in
their sentences as well as pronouns, e.g. my
grandparents/they, my uncle/he, my sister and
I/we. Ss then ask and answer questions about
their family in open pairs.

Grammar

8 Check that Ss understand how to use the

Sydney

Ss read aloud the sentences in the box. Check
that they remember the third person singular
verb form (e.g. he speaks). Point out the use
of the correct form of do/don’t in negative

red bookmark. Ss work across the class
or in groups of four, reading aloud the
dialogue in Exercise 1 and remembering
the missing words. Monitor and help

1A

FACTFILE

Basketball
Team

ANSWER
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Pronunciation: // live,
/i:/ leave

Practice

Speak

9a Look at the information in the
basketball team factfile above and ask
and answer about Greg.

11a Complete the conversation between Tom
and Lin.

10 a 1.04 Ss turn to page 134.

1 What nationality/be/Greg?
A: What nationality is Greg?
B: He’s British.
2
3
4
5

b

Where/come from?
What languages/speak?
Where/father/work?
Where/mother/work?

b

Now ask about Marta and Tom.

c

Make true sentences about Greg,
Marta and Tom.
1 Greg and his family/live/in Warsaw
Greg and his family don’t live in Warsaw.
They live in London.
2
3
4
5
6

Tom/speak/Spanish
Tom’s father/work/in a shop
Marta/speak/French
Tom and his family/live/in London
Greg’s mother/work/in a hospital

Pronunciation: /ɪ/ live, /ɩ̇ː/ leave
10

1
04

Go to page 134.

Tom:
Lin:
Tom:
Lin:
Tom:
Lin:
Tom:
Lin:
Tom:
Lin:

KEY

2 Tom doesn’t speak Spanish.
He speaks English and French.
3 Tom’s father doesn’t work in
a shop. He works in a school.
4 Marta doesn’t speak
French. She speaks Polish,
German and English. 5 Tom
and his family don’t live in
London. They live in Quebec
(in Canada). 6 Greg’s mother
doesn’t work in a hospital. She
works in an office.

Play the recording for Ss
to listen and repeat the
words.
Check answers by
writing the sentences on
the board and asking
individuals to circle and
underline the relevant
sounds.
After checking answers,
Ss read out the
sentences.

ANSWER

Where do you come from?
...
Are all your family Australian too?
...
Do you live in Australia now?
...
Do you like London?
...
What languages do you speak?
...

KEY

1 He’s from Italy but he speaks
English.
2 Hi Steve. Nice to meet you.
3 Is this your tea, Liz?
No, it isn’t.
4 I’ve got three nieces but they
live in Greece.

b Now talk about you. Ask and answer the questions
above but change the underlined words. You can
invent answers if you like.

Speak
11 a Complete the
conversation with the
class. Explain that there
are different ways of
answering the questions,
e.g. using short or full
sentences.

A: Where do you come from?
B: I come from the USA.
A: Are all your family American too?

Extra practice
For more practice, go to page 120.

13

ANSWER

KEY

Suggested answers
0B83%(7B6%BB3/B8LQGG

groups where necessary. Choose four
Ss to perform the dialogue, using the
bookmark.
Ss then work in pairs with the red
bookmark, reading the dialogue in
Exercise 7 and remembering the missing
words. Choose two Ss to perform the
dialogue, using the bookmark.



ANSWER

b Ss work in closed pairs, asking and

Practice
9 a In open pairs, Ss ask and answer the
questions. Pay particular attention to the
use of the third person singular in the
questions and answers.

KEY

2 Where does he come from? He comes
from London. 3 What languages does he
speak? He speaks English and Spanish.
4 Where does his father work? He works in a
factory. 5 Where does his mother work? She
works in an office.

c

answering about Marta and Tom.
Check Ss’ answers by asking pairs to
say the questions and answers.
Give Ss time to work individually,
referring to the information in the
box and making true sentences. Ask
individuals to say the sentences.

1 Australia. 2 No, my mum’s
Chinese. 3 No, I’m (living) in
London for a year. 4 Yes, I
love it. 5 English and Chinese.

b Two or three pairs of Ss
make similar dialogues,
inventing answers if
they like. Ss then work
in closed pairs. Monitor
and help Ss correct any
errors.

Extra practice
See page 120 in the SB.
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Mini-revision
Say names of countries (from
Lesson 1A, Exercise 6a) for Ss to
say the nationality, e.g.
T: Spain. (S: Spanish.)

1B

I usually go to bed at ten.
Grammar

Adverbs and expressions of
frequency
Vocabulary Daily routines
Phrases with have, The time

T: The UK. (S: British.)
Ss respond as a class and then
individually.

Comprehension

Vocabulary: Daily routines

Vocabulary: Daily
routines

1 Recall. Which phrases do you know for daily
routines? Check the Word bank on page 131.
get up

1 Ss work as a class or in small
groups, pooling the phrases
they know for daily routines.
If necessary, ask them what
they do in the morning, in the
day and in the evening.

Read
2

1
05

Read the text. Who studies more,
Lin or Wei?

3 Answer the questions with L (Lin), W (Wei)
or B (both).
Who …
1
2
3
4
5
6

gets up first?
gets home first?
has a long lunch break?
does homework in the evening?
goes to bed first?
studies a lot at weekends?

Ss then check the Word
bank on page 131.

Read
BACKGROUND NOTES
Shanghai: China’s largest
commercial and industrial city,
with a population of over 20
million.

2 1.05 Ask Ss what they
remember about Lin from
Lesson 1A. Ss read the text
silently to find who studies
more.

YOUR WORLD

Lin goes to school in London. Her Chinese cousin, Wei, goes to school in Shanghai.

Check the answer, then play
the recording for Ss to listen
and read. Check any new
vocabulary.

ANSWER

Lin

KEY

Wei

Comprehension
3 Ss refer to the text and
answer the questions. They
can compare answers
in pairs before checking
answers as a class.

ANSWER

KEY

1W 2L 3W 4B 5W 6W

Solve it!
4 Ss write the answers in
their notebooks, then check
answers as a class.

ANSWER

KEY

1.45 p.m. Lunch finishes at
Lin’s school.
12 p.m. Lunch starts at Wei’s
school.

32

Wei

‘I always get up at 7.30 a.m. School starts at
9 a.m. and finishes at 3.20 p.m. Lunch is at
12.45. We have an hour for lunch. I usually get
home from school at about 4 p.m. and I have
a snack. Then I do my homework and we have
dinner at 6.30. I often watch television in the
evening but I go to my cousin Polly’s house
once or twice a week. I usually go to bed at
about ten. I hardly ever study at the weekend.
Weekends are for relaxing!’

‘I get up at 6.15 a.m. every morning. Lessons
start at 8 a.m. I’m hardly ever late for school.
We have a break of two hours at lunchtime.
Afternoon lessons start at 2 p.m. and finish at
6 p.m. I get home and have dinner and then
I do two hours of homework. My mother
sometimes gives me extra homework! I never
go out during the week. I’m usually in bed at
9.30 p.m. I always study for about six hours at
weekends.’

14
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Vocabulary: Phrases with have

ANSWER

5 1.06 Ss listen and repeat, chorally and

Suggested answers

individually.
Ss then list the phrases in the correct
groups and write at home or at school for
each phrase. Ss can write both if they do
the activity at home and at school, e.g.
have a snack.
Write the four headings on the board.
Check answers by asking individuals to
complete the groups and write at home or
at school (or both). If Ss disagree about any
of the answers, ask them to give reasons
for their answer, e.g. Ss may put have a
rest with Studying or Relaxing.

KEY

1 Washing: have a shower
2 Eating: have a snack, have breakfast,
have dinner, have lunch
3 Studying: have a break, have a Maths
lesson, have a test
4 Relaxing: have a good time, have a party,
have a rest

Grammar
Read through the adverbs, expressions of
frequency and the example sentences with the
class. Focus on the position of the adverbs and
expressions in the example sentences.

Listen
The time

Solve it!

8

4 What time does lunch finish at Lin’s school? What time
does lunch start at Wei’s school?

Recall. Say the times in the text
about Lin and Wei in two different
ways. Then check the Word bank
on page 131.

Vocabulary: Phrases with have
5

1
06

Listen and repeat. Then put the phrases in the correct
group. Say if you do this activity at home or at school.
r have a bath r have a break r have a good time
r have a Maths lesson r have a party r have a rest
r have a shower r have a snack r have a test
r have breakfast r have dinner r have lunch
1 Washing
have a bath
(at home)

2 Eating

3 Studying

4 Relaxing

7.30 a.m.
seven thirty a.m.
half past seven in the morning

1

9

07
Monica is joining a gym.
She is talking to the fitness
instructor. Listen and complete
the form.

F

Adverbs of frequency
always usually often sometimes hardly ever never
I usually get home at about 4 p.m.
I never go out during the week.
I’m hardly ever late for school.

The Fitness and Fun Gym

How often do you watch television?

1

Name: Monica Evans

3

Occupation:

2

Age:

What time does the new member:
4

get up?

5

go to bed?

KEY

day/morning/afternoon/evening.
day/week/month/year.

6

miss breakfast?

Speak and write

7

have salad for lunch?

8

have a snack between meals?

10 a Play the recording of

9

What sort of snack?

10

do exercise?

11

What sort of exercise?

6 Cover the text with the red bookmark and remember the
missing words.

Speak and write

Practice

10a Talk about you. Ask and
answer questions 4–11 in Exercise 9.

7

ANSWER

2 fifteen 3 student 4 6.15
5 9.30 6 never 7 twice or
three times a week 8 everyday
9 crisps or chocolate 10 yes,
three times a week 11 play
volleyball

How often does the new member:

Expressions of frequency
every
once a
twice a
three times a

through the form and see
what information they need
to listen for. Check any
new vocabulary. Play the
recording, twice if necessary,
for Ss to listen and complete
the form.

After checking answers,
play the recording again and
check any new vocabulary,
e.g. an early bird.

New members’ fitness form

Adverbs and expressions of frequency

9 1.07 Give Ss time to read

Check answers by playing
the recording again and
making a pause after each
answer.

Listen

F

Grammar

I watch it

1B

Rearrange the words to make sentences.

1 twice my brush a I day. teeth
I brush my teeth twice a day.

A: What time do you get up?
B: I get up at 7 from Monday to Friday
but at weekends I get up at 8.30.

2 hardly to sleep goes He ever 10 p.m. before

b

3 you Do listen to often in bed? music
4 at school. does homework her often Karen
5 Spain to holiday year They on go every
6 by school We car. don’t go often to

Exercise 9 again for Ss
to focus on the questions
that the fitness instructor
asks Monica.
Ask two or three open
pairs of Ss to say the
example dialogue and
continue with asking and
answering questions 5
and 6.

Write about your partner’s daily
routine.
Konrad usually gets up at about
7 o’clock ...

Extra practice

b

For more practice, go to page 120.

15
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Ask Ss to make similar sentences about
themselves and their daily routines.

6 Ss work in pairs with the red bookmark,
reading the text and remembering the
missing words.
Check answers by asking individual Ss
to read out the sentences, using the
bookmark.

Practice
7 Check answers by asking individuals to
write the sentences on the board and say
them.



ANSWER

KEY

2 He hardly ever goes to sleep before 10 p.m.
3 Do you often listen to music in bed?
4 Karen often does her homework at school.
5 They go to Spain on holiday every year.
6 We don’t often go to school by car.

The time

Ss then work in closed
pairs, taking turns to ask
and answer the questions.
Tell Ss to remember their
partner’s answers for the
next exercise.
Elicit example sentences
from the class, using the
answers to questions
4–11. Ss then work
individually, writing about
their partner’s daily
routine. Monitor and help
Ss correct any language
errors.
Ss form the same pairs
as in Exercise 10a and
exchange their sentences.
Each S reads the
sentences about himself/
herself and says if the
information is true.

8 Ss say the example times after you.
Ss read the text about Lin and Wei and
choose five times to write down. Ask
individuals to say each time in two different
ways. Ss then check their answers in the
Word bank on page 131.

Extra practice
See page 120 in the SB.
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Mini-revision
Revise the use of the present
simple to talk about daily routine.
Use some of the questions from
Lesson 1B and ask: (T–S, then
S–S) What time do you usually get
up? Do you often miss breakfast?
What do you do at weekends?

1C

We’re having a barbecue.
Grammar Present continuous
Vocabulary Leisure activities
Function
Make and respond to requests

Read

MyPlace.co.net

1 1.08 Ask Ss to talk about

File Edit View Favorites Tools Help

.Z1MBDFDPOFU

their favourite websites and
why they like them (using
English as much as possible).

+PTIJTMPHHFEPO

+PTIµTQIPUPT

+PTIµTNFTTBHFT

Ss read the webpage to find
the names of Josh’s friends.
Ask Ss if they think Alex is
Josh’s ‘friend’ or just his
‘brother’.

+PTIUP5PN5PN
)J5PN8IBUBSFZPV
EPJOHSJHIUOPX
5PN5PNUP+PTI

After checking Ss’ answers,
play the recording for Ss to
listen and read. Check any
new vocabulary.

ANSWER

3
1

5IJTJT(SFHBOENF8FµSF
QMBZJOHCBTLFUCBMMBUUIF
TQPSUTDFOUSF

1PMMZBOE-JOBSFTIPQQJOH PG
DPVSTF"OE1PMMZµTMJTUFOJOHUP
NVTJDPOIFSOFX.1QMBZFS

5PN5PNUP+PTI

Comprehension
2 Ss work individually, referring
2

Check answers by asking
pairs of Ss to read out the
questions and answer them.

5IJTJTNZMJUUMFCSPUIFS"MFY
)FJTOµUEPJOHIJTIPNFXPSL
)FµTQMBZJOHDPNQVUFSHBNFT

4VOEBZBUIPNF8FBSFOµU
IBWJOHMVODIJOUIFLJUDIFO
UPEBZ XFµSFIBWJOHBCBSCFDVF
PVUTJEFGPSBDIBOHF°BOE
%BEµTCVSOJOHUIFCVSHFST

Read

KEY

1 at the sports centre 2 Josh’s
little brother 3 yes 4 in the
kitchen 5 a photo of him

1
08

Read the MyPlace webpage. Who are
1
Josh’s four friends?

Comprehension

EXAM IDEA

2

To help Ss with the extended
part of the exam, write the
following sentences on the
board and ask Ss to translate
the phrases from Polish into
English. Ask Ss to pay special
attention to whether is or are is
needed in each case.

1
2
3
4
5

Answers: 1 is wearing, 2 are
eating, 3 is playing, 4 are having
Then ask Ss to look at the
photos on page 16 and match
them to the sentences.
Answers: a – photo 1, b –
photo 4, c – photo 2, d – photo 4

34

4VSF/PQSPCMFN
(SFBUQIPUPT

4

to the webpage and
answering the questions.

a) One of the boys (nosi)
a green T-shirt.
b) The people (jedza˛) something.
c) The boy (gra) computer
games.
d) They (maja˛) a barbecue in
the garden.

+PTIUP5PN5PN
)BWFBMPPLBUNZDPPM
QIPUPT$BOZPVTFOENF
BQIPUPPGZPV

KEY

Greg, Polly, Lin, Tom, (Alex)

ANSWER

*µNOPUEPJOHWFSZNVDIBU
UIFNPNFOU*µNDIBUUJOH
UPZPV

Answer the questions.

Where are Greg and Josh in the photo?
Who is Alex?
Do Polly and Lin often go shopping?
Where does Josh usually have lunch?
What does Josh want from Tom?

Vocabulary: Leisure activities
3a Recall. List the leisure activities on Josh’s
webpage. Add more activities that you know.
Then check the Word bank on page 131.
1 play basketball

b Talk about you. Tell the class how often you
do your favourite activities.
I go skateboarding once or twice a week.

16
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Vocabulary: Leisure activities
3 a Ss work in groups of three or four, making

b



ANSWER

KEY

playing computer games and having
barbecues

a list of leisure activities. The groups
feedback to the class and see how many
different activities they have thought of.
Correct any pronunciation errors.

Grammar

Ss then check the Word bank on page
131.
Ask Ss to tell the class about two or three
of their favourite activities. Teach any new
leisure vocabulary that individual Ss need.

Ss read the sentences. Focus on the use of
the present continuous for what is happening
now. Check that Ss understand the short verb
forms, e.g. we’re (we are), and we aren’t (we
are not).

Solve it!
4 If Ss disagree about Alex’s favourite
activities, ask them to give reasons for their
choice.

Ask Ss to find and read out sentences
containing the present continuous in Josh’s
message to Tom. Point out the use of the
expressions right now and at the moment.

1C
Solve it!

Exam link: communication

4

Look at the photos. Find Josh’s brother,
Alex. Guess Alex’s two favourite activities.

Grammar

Make and respond to requests
1

8 09 Listen and repeat. Then
practise the conversation in pairs.

Exam link:
communication
Make and respond to
requests

Present continuous
Affirmative
I’m playing basketball at the moment.
He’s playing a computer game right now.
We’re having a barbecue outside today.

8 1.09 Play the recording for
Ss to listen and repeat in
groups and individually. Tell
them to listen carefully and
copy the speakers’ stress
and intonation patterns. Ss
practise in closed pairs.

Negative
I’m not watching TV.
He isn’t doing his homework.
We aren’t having lunch in the kitchen.
Questions

Short answers

Are you playing basketball?

Yes, I am.
No, I’m not.
Yes, he is.
No, he isn’t.
Yes, we are.
No, we aren’t.

Is he playing a game?
Are you having a barbecue?

A: Can you take a photo of me, please?
B: Sure. No problem.
A: Thank you! And could you email it to me?
B: I’m sorry, I can’t. I’m late for my guitar lesson.
A: OK. Never mind.

Agree to a request
r Yes, of course./Yes, certainly.
r Sure. No problem.

5

Cover the text on the webpage with the red
bookmark and remember the missing words.

Refuse with a reason
r I’m sorry, I can’t. I’m late for my guitar lesson.
r Sorry, my mum’s waiting for me.

Write sentences.

1 We/not/play football. We/play basketball.
2 Alex/not/surf the net. He/play a computer game.
3 Polly and Lin/not/hang out with friends.
They/shop.
4 Josh and his family/not/eat in the kitchen.
They/have barbecue in the garden.

1 Greg/play football?
A: Is Greg playing football?
B: No, he isn’t.
A: What’s he doing?
B: He’s playing basketball with Josh.

9 a Read through the

Respond
r Thank you!/Thanks!

Practice

7 Cover Josh’s webpage. Now ask questions
about the photos on Josh’s webpage. Use the
prompts below.

Ss read through the other
expressions for making and
responding to requests. Ask
three or four open pairs of
Ss to make conversations
using some of the alternative
expressions.

Make a request
r Can you take a photo of me, please?
r Could you email it to me, please?

> Now make sentences with she and they.

6

the pair activity and help
Ss correct any errors.
Pay particular attention to
question forms and subjectverb agreement, e.g. They’re/
She’s + -ing.

Respond
r OK. Never mind.
r OK. It doesn’t matter.

9a Practise similar conversations. Use the
prompts. Agree or refuse with a reason.
1 open the window
2 lend me £5
3 give me Charlie’s phone number
4 help me with this homework
5 take me to the bus station

b

2 Alex/watch TV? 3 Polly and Lin/swim? 4 Polly/
listen to a CD player? 5 Tom/read a magazine?

b

Now add more requests of your own.

Extra practice
For more practice, go to page 121.

17
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5 Ss work in pairs with the red bookmark,
reading the webpage and remembering
the missing words. Choose individual Ss to
read out sections of text.

Practice
6 Elicit the first answer from the class. Point
out that Ss have to write one negative and
one positive sentence. Ss complete the
exercise, working individually. Encourage
Ss to guess the meaning of hang out with
friends.



ANSWER

KEY

1 We aren’t playing football. We’re playing
basketball. 2 Alex isn’t surfing the net. He’s
playing a computer game. 3 Polly and Lin
aren’t hanging out with friends. They’re
shopping. 4 Josh and his family aren’t eating
in the kitchen. They’re having a barbecue in
the garden.

7 Ask two Ss to read out the example
questions and answers. Ss then work
in closed pairs, using the prompts. With
weaker classes, you may decide to work
through all the prompts with the class
before Ss work in closed pairs. Monitor

prompts with the class.
Ss work in open pairs
and then in closed pairs,
making conversations
and changing parts.
Encourage them to use
appropriate alternative
expressions. Explain (in
L1) that the focus of these
activities is on fluency.
Make a note of any
general errors to go over
with the class afterwards.
Elicit two or three different
requests from the class,
e.g. lend me your MP3
player / go shopping with
me at the weekend / wait
for me after school.
In pairs, Ss make and
respond to their own
requests. Each pair then
acts out one of their
conversations for the
class.

Optional extra
Leisure activities check
Ask for volunteers (or choose
some of the more extrovert Ss)
to mime leisure activities for
the class to guess, e.g. taking
photos, playing computer games,
shopping, listening to music. Ss
can play the game as a class or
in groups.

Extra practice
See page 121 in the SB.
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Get started
the things according to their
importance for themselves.
In small groups, Ss exchange
ideas and see if there is any
general agreement about the
most important and the least
important of the six things.
The groups then feedback to
the class.

Read
BACKGROUND NOTES
The UK (United Kingdom):
Great Britain (England,
Scotland, Wales) and Northern
Ireland. The UK does not
include the Republic of Ireland.

1D

British and American lifestyles
Free-time factfile

Across cultures

1 Ss work individually, ordering

American football: Is played
with an oval ball, whereas
British football is played with a
round ball. Americans usually
refer to British football as
soccer.

British and American
teenagers
Sport
In the UK football, rugby, tennis and
basketball are the most popular sports
for teenagers. In the USA American
football, athletics, basketball and baseball
are popular.
The internet and television
Teenagers in both the UK and the USA
today watch television less than before
but they use the Internet more. They
spend over 25 hours a week online.
Pocket money and shopping
The average teenager in the UK gets about
£7 a week pocket money. In the USA it is
about $10. They spend their money on
clothes and going out, but magazines,
presents and snacks are also important.
Friends
The average British and American teenager
has got seven close friends. He or she has
also got sixteen online friends on social
networking websites.

2 1.10 Ss read the text
silently, making a list of all
the outdoor and indoor
activities. Ask them to note
which activities are especially
important in the UK or the
USA. Ss can compare
answers in pairs before
checking answers as a class.

I go swimming
twice a week after
school and I go to
the cinema with
my friends once a
week, usually at the
weekend.

The pairs feedback to the
class and check the answers.
Write the activities on the
board. Ask Ss whether each
activity is an outdoor or an
indoor activity. Some could
be both, e.g. swimming.

Hannah, 14,
Bristol, the UK

Get started
1

How important are these things to you?
Put them in order: 1 = most important,
5 = least important.

After checking Ss’ answers,
play the recording for Ss
to listen and read, focusing
on the pronunciation of the
activities.

sport
music
computers

shopping
TV
friends and family

In my free time
I usually play
computer games or
I chat to my friends
online. At weekends
I hang out with my
friends in town in the
local shopping mall.
Danny, 15,
Los Angeles, the USA
New words
r baseball r close (friend) r less r local
r shopping mall r social networking website
r spend money on r spend (time)

Read
2

1

10
Read about teenagers’ free time in the
UK and USA. Make a list of all the different
outdoor and indoor activities.

18

ANSWER

KEY

Outdoor: (UK) football, rugby,
tennis, basketball; (USA)
American football, athletics,
basketball, baseball
shopping (clothes, going out,
magazines, presents, snacks)
going to the cinema, hanging
out with friends, swimming
(outdoor or indoor)
Indoor: Internet and TV, play
computer games, chat to
friends online

36
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New words

ANSWER

Ss read through the new words in the box.
Explain any new words which Ss can’t guess
from the context. Ss find the words in the text
in Exercise 2. Where possible, Ss guess the
meaning of the rest of the new words from the
context of the article.

1 British teenagers play football, rugby, tennis
and basketball. American teenagers play
American football, athletics, basketball and
baseball. 2 over 25 hours a week
3 £7 a week (UK), $10 a week (USA)
4 clothes, going out, magazines, presents
and snacks 5 sixteen

Comprehension
3 Ss work individually, referring to the text
and answering the questions.

KEY

After checking answers, develop a more
general discussion with the class about pocket
money and/or friendship. Encourage Ss to
express their opinions in English to practise
fluency.

Speak
Comprehension

1D

Write

3 Answer the questions about British and
American teenagers.

Writing tip: Linkers and, or, but, so, because

1
2
3
4
5

On Monday I go to a cookery club and on Friday
I go to an IT club.

We can join two ideas in one sentence by using
linkers like and, or, but, so, because.

What sports do they play in their free time?
How long do they spend online?
How much pocket money do they get?
What do they spend it on?
How many online friends have they got?

4

I sometimes watch TV but I often do other things.
I’m not usually tired so I often go to bed late.

1
11

Listen to Nell, Cody, Lauren and Louis.
Match the names to the activities that they like
doing.

I have a snack after school because I’m hungry.

Ss choose two or three of
their partner’s answers to tell
the class. Tell Ss to choose
any answers that surprised
them.

6

2

1

3

4

Join the sentences with and, but, or,
because or so.
1 Is this your DVD? Is it your sister’s DVD?
Is this your DVD or is it your sister’s DVD?
2 She’s always tired. She goes to bed late.
3 In the morning he gets up. He has a shower.
4 Jennifer likes her cookery club. She prefers her
IT club.
5 He’s in bed. He can’t come to the phone.

Write
Writing tip: Linkers and, or,
but, so, because

7 Write your own answers to the Free-time
quiz. Try to use and, but, or, so or because to
link your sentences.

Speak
5

Ask the questions in the Free-time quiz
below. Make a note of your partner’s answers.
A: Do you play a sport in your free time?
B: Yes, I do.
A: Which sport do you play?
B: I play football.
A: How often …?
B: I play … .

Read out the text and check
Ss’ understanding of any new
vocabulary. Ss may find it helpful
to translate the sentences into L1
and check their understanding of
the functions of the linkers.

I play football twice a week after school but my
favourite sport is basketball.

8 Work in pairs. Write a free-time factfile about
Polish teenagers.

6 Ss complete the exercise,
working individually. Check
answers by asking individuals
to read aloud the sentences.

?????????? FREE-TIME QUIZ ??????????
Topic

Question

Sport

Do you play a sport? (Which?)

Television

Do you watch television?
(Which programmes?)

The internet

Do you surf the Internet?

Pocket money

Do you get pocket money?

Shopping

What do you buy with your
pocket money?

Friends

How many close friends and online
friends have you got?

Answer

ANSWER

How often/How much

7 Ask one of the Ss to read
out the example sentence.
Point out the use of the linker
but in the sentence. Elicit
two or three more sentences
from the Ss, giving their
own answers to some of the
questions in the quiz and,
where appropriate, joining
ideas with a linker.
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Ask Ss how many close friends they have
got and how many online friends on social
networking websites. If appropriate, discuss
with the class some of the potential dangers of
social networking websites.

KEY

2 because 3 and 4 but 5 so

19

Tell Ss the current rate of exchange between
their currency and the UK pound and American
dollar. Ask Ss if British and American teenagers
get about the same pocket money as
teenagers in their own country. Do they spend
it on the same things?

the example questions
and answers. With weaker
classes, work through all
the questions and example
answers with the whole class
before Ss work in pairs.
In pairs, Ss take turns to ask
and answer the questions
in the quiz and make a note
of their partner’s answers.
Monitor and help as
necessary.

On Saturday afternoon we go shopping or go to
the cinema.

Listen

5 Ask two Ss to read out



Listen
4 1.11 Play the recording for Ss to listen and
match the names to the activities. Check
answers by playing the recording again,
leaving a pause after each answer.

ANSWER

Ss work individually, writing
their answers to the quiz. Ask
them to write 6–8 sentences.
Monitor and help Ss correct
any language errors. In pairs
or small groups, Ss read
each other’s sentences.

KEY

1 Cody 2 Nell 3 Louis 4 Lauren
After checking Ss’ answers, play the recording
again for students to find out who is not
American (Nell) and which city the teenagers
are in (Chicago).
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